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America is full of adolescent boys who never grow up and like the Lucifer / Satan character dedicate 
themselves to perversions and sexual abuse. The latest scandal is Harvey Weinstein but he’s not alone - 
not by any means. It runs through American culture from the bottom to to abusers in the White House. 
Did I mention Bill Clinton? - so its an institutionalized problem throughout their culture. 
 
Then there is collusion (multiplication of evil) - “Oh nothing happened”, although we all knew about it 
decades ago. Its the big lie repeated again and again and all over the media with the thinking that a big lie 
repeated often enough becomes the truth. On top of that the dumbing down of a culture where nothing of 
importance comes up yet trivial pursuits do all the time. Moreover rank hostility in public and in social 
media bouncing back and forth layered with hostility and denigration aimed at just about anyone. 
 
Sexual abuse is perpetrated on women / girls, who are not much better than the men who are their 
perpetrators in Hollywood at least. Look at the movies they star in. Then look at who exports more 
pornography than anyone else, much from the Valley in L.A. The recent women march arranged by Linda 
Sarsour an organizer who believes in Sharia law and the disfigurement of female genitalia but thats not 
all; there was a voice for polyamory, infanticide, and clown-like women in Mickey Mouse vagina hats 
calling out to blow up the Whitehouse. Others yelled out for the legalization of mind distorting drugs. 
This was marketed as a mature stance towards Women’s Liberation, but no one I know bought in to that 
one. 
 
From the sexual Fall, Lucifer-like figures came up like Huge Hefner who died recently and from the 
media we hear he was so close to our hearts, an American hero and icon has passed away - Playboy and 
Hugh Hefner fashioned the Barbie doll-sex robot as flesh peddled for bucks and for every misogynist and 
narcissistic perverts to use in any way they chose. Perverts are idolized protected and worshiped and 
women as human beings are never presented as being real to anyone. Oh well ! 
 



 

 

CNN spent 2 hours the other day blethering about the sexual abuse of women this instead of supplying 
news as usual. Its a talk show which knows nothing of the world beyond America and talks non-stop. So 
how do these people in CNN and on their programs propose to solve the problem of the sexual 
denigration of the female population. Well, shame people who rape and that will stop that, Jane Fonda 
said its unacceptable and we should never forget that. Mostly the talking cure came up and one mentioned 
prison time. So the answers from a fallen culture to a deep problem run on like a march of dimes into 
even more hazy realms. And naturally there’s the media and false news in so many areas. 
 

 
 
So what of Shallow Hall and Loose Linda’s family. Yep it has a divorce rate around 50% and kids 
struggling in schools and with mental health problems rise daily. The schools are continually invaded by 
inappropriate agendas leveled at kids inappropriately in relation to their age and capacity to metabolize 
sex education and materialistic atheism wrapped up in Darwin’s theory of evolution and the sciences 
when misused; but don’t forget cultural Marxism. But Murder is the other daily fare. The gun law written 
up in the period of Revolutions for good reason is no longer valid and no longer relates to military 
weaponry for sale in popular stores in you’re neighborhood to anyone. Cain kills Abel everywhere, in 
Kindergartens in Las Vegas, in cinemas and the workplace … and the answer people give is to have more 
guns. More guns will stop the violence they say. 
 
Many have left the ‘One God’ and prefer pagan new-age thinking for their favorite ice cream flavor - 
atheism in a cone. Perhaps cone-head might be more to the point. Then there is Plutocracy not democracy 
in America so why all the hysteria about who leads democracy; no one does because America is not 
democratic. Its power, money, greed, and corruption. 
 
People say the Fall of Man is irrelevant, not real, fairies in the sky, never part of modernity because it 
looks silly; just one more ridiculous and archaic idea which needs to swept away by fashionable and 
largely misunderstood New Age stuff anyway wielding a broom. The Fall is irrelevant they say. 
 
But I say its staring you right in the face.  


